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G.W.E., INDIVIDUALLY, AND AS PARENT
AND NATURAL GUARDIAN OF A.A.E., A
MINOR,

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF
PENNSYLVANIA

Appellant
v.
R.E.Z., JR. & T.A.Z.,
Appellees

No. 176 MDA 2013

Appeal from the Order entered December 27, 2012,
in the Court of Common Pleas of Berks County,
Civil Division at No(s): 10-661
BEFORE: GANTMAN, ALLEN, and MUNDY, JJ.
OPINION BY ALLEN, J.:

FILED SEPTEMBER 27, 2013

G.W.E., (“Appellant”), individually and as parent and natural guardian
of A.A.E., (“Child”), appeals from the trial court’s grant of summary
judgment in favor of his neighbors, R.E.Z., Jr. and T.A.Z., (“Landowners”),
who constructed a pond where the Child was injured.

After careful

consideration, we affirm.
The trial court recited the facts of this case as follows:
On April 17, 2008, [the Child], at the time nearly two
years old, was playing behind her home under the supervision of
her mother[.] [Mother] became briefly preoccupied caring for
another child whom she was babysitting, and when she returned
her attention to [the Child], she could not locate her. Local
police aided in the search and eventually found [the Child]
floating face up in an artificial, decorative pond on the nearby
property of [Landowners]. [The Child] survived but suffered
serious injury.
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[Appellant, Child’s] father, filed a complaint on January 11,
2010, alleging negligence on the part of [Landowners] in that
they created an artificial dangerous condition on their property
without taking measures to prevent this condition from harming
children who might come onto the property. On June 21, 2012,
[Landowners] filed a motion for summary judgment, arguing
that [Appellant] has failed to put forth evidence that could
establish all of the necessary elements for his claim under [the]
Restatement (Second) of Torts § 339.
Trial Court Opinion, 12/27/12, at 1-2.
The trial court granted summary judgment by order dated December
27, 2012.

Appellant filed this timely appeal.

Both the trial court and

Appellant have complied with Pa.R.A.P. 1925.
Appellant presents the following issues for our review:
A. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING
[LANDOWNERS’] MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT WHERE
[APPELLANT] ADDUCED EVIDENCE TO ESTABLISH A PRIMA
FACIE CAUSE OF ACTION UNDER RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF
TORTS §339.
B. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT
[APPELLANT] FAILED TO ADDUCE SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO
SATISFY THE FIRST ELEMENT OF A CAUSE OF ACTION UNDER
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS §339.
C. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED TO THE EXTENT THAT IT
CONCLUDED THAT THE DANGER OF THE ARTIFICIAL PONDS ON
[LANDOWNERS’] PROPERTIES IS ONE THAT CHILDREN,
INCLUDING THE MINOR IN THE INSTANT MATTER, ARE HELD TO
APPRECIATE AS A MATTER OF LAW.
D. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED TO THE EXTENT THAT IT
CONCLUDED THAT THE UTILITY TO [LANDOWNERS’] IN
KEEPING THE ARTIFICIAL PONDS ON THEIR PROPERTIES AND
THE BURDEN OF ELIMINATING THE DANGER PRESENTED BY THE
PONDS OUTWEIGHS THE RISK TO CHILDREN INVOLVED.
E. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED, IN LIGHT OF THE
NANTY-GLO RULE, IN GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT WHERE
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[LANDOWNERS] RELIED EXCLUSIVELY ON THEIR DEPOSITION
TESTIMONY THAT THEY WERE NOT AWARE OF ANY PRIOR
INSTANCES IN WHICH CHILDREN TRESPASSED ON THEIR
PROPERTY IN SUPPORT OF [LANDOWNERS’] MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
Appellant’s Brief at 4.
Regarding Appellant’s challenge to the entry of summary judgment in
Landowners’ favor, we recognize:
Our scope of review…[of summary judgment orders]…is
plenary.
We apply the same standard as the trial court,
reviewing all the evidence of record to determine whether there
exists a genuine issue of material fact. We view the record in
the light most favorable to the non-moving party, and all doubts
as to the existence of a genuine issue of material fact must be
resolved against the moving party. Only where there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and it is clear that the
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law will
summary judgment be entered.
Motions for summary judgment necessarily and directly
implicate the plaintiff’s proof of the elements of his cause of
action. Summary judgment is proper if, after the completion of
discovery relevant to the motion, including the production of
expert reports, an adverse party who will bear the burden of
proof at trial has failed to produce evidence of facts essential to
the cause of action or defense which in a jury trial would require
the issues to be submitted to a jury. Thus a record that
supports summary judgment will either (1) show the material
facts are undisputed or (2) contain insufficient evidence of facts
to make out a prima facie cause of action or defense and,
therefore, there is no issue to be submitted to the jury. Upon
appellate review we are not bound by the trial court’s
conclusions of law, but may reach our own conclusions. The
appellate Court may disturb the trial court’s order only upon an
error of law or an abuse of discretion.
Chris Falcone, Inc. v. Ins. Co. of the State of Pennsylvania, 907 A.2d
631, 635 (Pa. Super. 2006) (citation omitted).
-3-
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Since Appellant’s first, second, and fifth issues are interrelated, we will
address them

together.1

In

summarizing his

arguments,

Appellant

contends:
It is clear that, under Pennsylvania law, a possessor of
land can be liable for artificial conditions causing physical harm
to children trespassing on the land. Jesko v. Turk, 421 Pa. 434,
436-437, 219 A.2d 591, 592 (1966). Pennsylvania has adopted
the Restatement (Second) of Torts §339 with regard to child
trespassers, Jesko, supra. During the course of discovery in this
matter, [Appellant] developed sufficient evidence to satisfy all
five elements of a cause of action under Restatement (Second)
of Torts §339.
Appellant’s Brief at 11. We disagree.
The Restatement (Second) of Torts §339 (“Section 339”) provides:
§339. Artificial Conditions Highly Dangerous to Trespassing
Children
A possessor of land is subject to liability for physical harm to
children trespassing thereon caused by an artificial condition
upon the land if
(a) the place where the condition exists is one upon which the
possessor knows or has reason to know that children are likely
to trespass, and
____________________________________________
1

Appellant’s third and fourth issues challenge the trial court’s determination
that Appellant failed to meet additional elements of Section 339. Appellant
indicates that since “the Trial Court based its ruling on … its [] conclusion
that [Appellant] failed to satisfy the ‘first [element of a claim under
§339]…’”, he raises and addresses his third and fourth issues for
“completeness.”
Appellant’s Brief at 28-31.
Because we agree that
Appellant has failed to meet the first element of Section 339, which is fatal
to Appellant’s cause of action, we decline to reach Appellant’s third and
fourth issues.

-4-
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(b) the condition is one which the possessor knows or has
reason to know and which he realizes or should realize will
involve an unreasonable risk of death or serious bodily harm to
such children, and
(c) the children because of their youth do not discover the
condition or realize the risk involved in intermeddling with it or in
coming within the area made dangerous by it, and
(d) the utility to the possessor of maintaining the condition and
the burden of eliminating the danger are slight compared with
the risk to children involved, and
(e) the possessor fails to exercise reasonable care to eliminate
the danger or otherwise protect the children.
Restatement (Second) of Torts §339 (1965).
Here, the trial court determined that Appellant had not “adduced
evidence, that even viewed in [the] light most favorable to [Appellant],
could support an affirmative finding as to all of [the] elements [of Section
339].”

Trial Court Opinion, 12/27/12, at 2.

Specifically, the trial court

determined that Appellant had not met the first element under Section 339
regarding the Landowners’ notice that “children are likely to trespass” on
their property. In finding that Appellant failed to meet the first element, the
trial court explained:
[Appellant] in the instant case has not offered any
evidence that [Landowners] knew of any actual prior trespass by
children or that such trespass in fact ever occurred.
[Landowners] admitted they usually kept a chair positioned in a
gap in the arborvitae hedge along the edge of their property to
discourage trespass, but there is no evidence such trespass
occurred or that [Landowners’] concerns about potential
trespassers were specific to children. [Appellant] also relies on
[Landowners’] awareness that it is common for children to pass
near the property on the sidewalk and in the alley on their way
to bus stops, a gas station, other houses, etc., but there is no
-5-
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evidence these children ever came onto [Landowners’] property
or ever got close to the ponds. [Appellant] emphasizes that the
ponds are visible, audible, and attractive to passersby. But
although the legal concept under discussion is sometimes known
as "attractive nuisance" doctrine, the tendency of the dangerous
condition to attract children is not really at issue; the relevant
analysis is knowledge of the likelihood of trespass, independent
of attractiveness. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 339
cmt. e. Moreover, in the context of the cases and examples
cited above, wherein notice of likely trespass is predicated upon
prior habitual trespass, when one considers that apparently none
of the children who frequently pass by [Landowners’] property
and attractive ponds has ever in fact trespassed on
[Landowners’] property, the evidence actually suggests they are
unlikely to do so. If the simple presence of children near
property were sufficient to ground a claim, much of the analysis
under § 339 would be meaningless.
Id. at 4 (emphasis in original). Based on our careful scrutiny of the record,
we agree with the trial court that Appellant has failed to present evidence to
support his invocation of Section 339.
Appellant criticizes the fact that “nearly all of the cases cited by the
Trial

Court

predate

the

Pennsylvania

Supreme

Court’s

adoption

of

Restatement (Second) of Torts §339 in 1966 in Jesko v. Turk, 219 A.2d
591 (Pa. 1966).”

Appellant’s Brief at 19-20.

However, the attractive

nuisance doctrine which is set forth in Section 339 has “been firmly
established in our jurisprudence”, and many cases, while older, remain good
law.

See Weimer v. Westmoreland Water Co., 193 A. 665, 666 (Pa.

Super. 1937). In Weimer, we expressed that where “there was no proof of
actual notice to the defendant [of children trespassing], the frequency of the
presence of children over an extended period of time constituted a

-6-
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constructive notice” that was sufficient to establish a duty of care by a
landowner vis á vis trespassing children. Id. at 667. Our Supreme Court
“has maintained a strict insistence on keeping the application of the
attractive nuisance doctrine within narrow bounds.”

Powell v. Ligon, 5

A.2d 373, 375 (Pa. 1939) (internal citation omitted) (reversing judgment in
plaintiffs’ favor and granting a new trial where a minor was injured in a ditch
excavated by defendants).

In Powell, our Supreme Court cited with

approval its prior decision in Gillespie v. McGowan, 100 Pa. 144 (Pa.
1882), and reiterated:
It is part of a boy's nature to trespass, especially where there is
tempting fruit, yet I never heard that it was the duty of the
owner of a fruit tree to cut it down because a boy trespasser
may possibly fall from its branches. Yet the principle contended
for by the plaintiff would bring us to this absurdity if carried to
its logical conclusion. Moreover, it would charge the duty of the
protection of children upon every member of the community
except their parents.
Powell, 5 A.2d at 375 citing Gillespie v. McGowan, 100 Pa. 144, (Pa.
1882), 1882 WL 13397 at 6.
Moreover, our Supreme Court has explained:
A pond, artificial or otherwise, does not differ from lakes and
streams found everywhere, all of which are attractive to children
and present common dangers.
The owner of premises
containing something attractive to children is not always liable in
damages because of injuries to one yielding to the attraction. It
depends upon the character of the thing in question, and a pond
of water, guarded, from the roadway…, cannot properly be
placed in the same category with dangerous machines, electrical
appliances, and similar things.

-7-
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Ansell v. City of Philadelphia, 120 A. 277, 278 (Pa. 1923) (affirming a
nonsuit in a landowner’s favor). Our Supreme Court has further noted “that
[the fact that an injury by a condition on landowner’s property] is possible is
proven by the fact that it did happen, but liability is never imposed on the
basis of mere possibilities.” Verrichia, et al. v. Society Di M.S. Del Lazio,
79 A.2d 237, 239 (Pa. 1951) (affirming a nonsuit in landowner’s favor
indicating that “[p]laintiffs proved nothing more than that an odd and
unfortunate accident occurred”).
In this case, the Landowners refuted any actual or constructive notice
of children trespassing on their property.

N.T., Deposition of R.E.Z., Jr.,

8/25/10, at 40; N.T., Deposition of T.A.Z., 8/25/10, at 29.

Appellant

likewise denied he had “ever see[n] any kids using [Landowners’] [land] in
what appeared to be a shortcut to get from Point A to Point B[.]”
Appellant’s Deposition, 11/11/10, at 9.

N.T.,

The Child’s mother (“Mother”)

testified, “I don’t recall ever seeing anyone use” Landowners’ “property as a
shortcut.”

N.T., Mother’s Deposition, 11/11/10, at 24.

Mother further

testified that she never saw her daughter “physically present” on the
Landowners’ property.” Id. at 24. Given the parties’ deposition testimony,
the record does not present a material question that Landowners’ property,
as “the place where the condition exists[,] is one upon which the possessor
knows or has reason to know that children are likely to trespass.”
Restatement (Second) of Torts §339(a) (1965); Weimer, 193 A. at 666.
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Appellant further asserts that the trial court’s rationale violates the
Nanty-Glo rule. Specifically, Appellant maintains:
In the present case, [Landowners] relied upon their own
deposition testimony that they were not aware of any prior
instances in which children trespassed on [their] properties in
support of their contention that [Appellant] was unable to prove
the first element of a claim under Restatement (Second) of Torts
§339 and their Motion for Summary Judgment. This is legally
insufficient to support summary judgment under Nanty-Glo v.
American Surety Co., 309 Pa. 236, 163 A. 523 (1932). See also,
Wright v. Eastman, 2013 Pa. Super. 11 (Pa. Super. 2013);
Rosenberry v. Evans, 2012 Pa. Super. 91, 48 A.3d 1255 (Pa.
Super. 2012).
Appellant’s Brief at 31.
The trial court repudiated Appellant’s argument by explaining:
Under the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 339 analysis
described in this Court's earlier opinion, "all five requirements of
section 339 must be satisfied if a possessor of land is to be held
liable." Jesko v. Turk, 219 A.2d 591, 592 (Pa. 1966) (finding
against the plaintiffs because they failed to satisfy one of the
elements).
The critical element in this case is the first,
regarding whether [Landowners] knew or had reason to know
that children were likely to trespass. [] [T]hat element required
[Appellant] to adduce evidence that [Landowners] knew of prior
trespass by children, and perhaps particularly young children.
[Appellant] failed to do so, regardless of [Landowners’]
testimony that they were unaware of such prior trespass. In
other words, this Court did not rely on [Landowners’] oral
testimony, but rather on [Appellant’s] failure to put forward
evidence that could support a jury verdict in their favor.
Trial Court Opinion, 3/19/13, at 2-3. The record supports the trial court’s
determination that the Nanty-Glo rule was not violated in the grant of
summary judgment in favor of Landowners. While Appellant claims that the
Landowners were the only source disavowing the likelihood, and lack of
-9-
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history

of

children,

including

Appellant’s

Child,

trespassing

on

the

Landowners’ property, the sworn testimony from the Child’s parents,
including Appellant, substantiates the Landowners’ testimony.
Moreover,

despite

objecting

to

the

Landowners’

request

for

admissions, Appellant admitted that he was not aware “of any ordinance or
statute that would require the erection of barriers, gates, fences, nets, or
other protections around a pond like the pond at issue.”

See Appellant’s

Answers to [Landowners’] Request for Admissions, 4/9/11, at 1. Appellant
further admitted that he was “unaware of any ordinance or statute that
would require the [Landowners] to erect and maintain barriers, gates, and
fences between [Landowners’] property and adjacent properties.” Id. at 2.
Appellant testified that the Child did not have a habit of wandering off
the property.

N.T., Appellant’s Deposition, 11/11/10, at 11.

Appellant

denied hearing “anything from any source whatsoever that other neighbors
were saying that [the Child] had previously wandered off the property[.]”
Id. at 12. Likewise, Mother denied that the Child had ever “wandered off”
Appellant’s property.

N.T., Mother’s Deposition, 11/11/10, at 47.

Further

evidencing that the Child was not inclined to trespass on the Landowners’
property was Mother’s testimony that when she searched for the Child, she
did not enter the Landowners’ property, despite “running…to the places that
[the minor] goes.” Id. at 47-52. Appellant’s expert noted that when Mother
first noticed the Child’s absence:

- 10 -
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[Mother] first ran towards the garage, a place [that Child] would
like to go when she and her parents would play hide and seek.
She then looked down Maple Avenue (the alley) which is at the
rear of the property…[Mother] then ran to the rear of their
building to a little gap that [minor] would like to go to. …[After
dialing 911], [s]he then proceeded to search near the alleyway.
Appellant’s Expert Report of Robert E. Ogoreuc, M.Ed., EMT-B, 2/27/12, at
unnumbered page 4 (emphasis supplied).
Based on the foregoing, the record establishes, by more than the
Landowners’ denials, that children, including Appellant’s Child, were not
regular, or even infrequent, trespassers on Landowners’ property. Thus the
Landowners did not have knowledge or reason to know of such trespass to
satisfy the first element of Section 339. See Whigham v. Pyle, 302 A.2d
498, 501 (Pa. Super. 1973) (affirming the trial court’s grant of summary
judgment in landowner’s favor where “there was no evidence of even an
occasional past childish frolic into the area in question, the requirements of
Section 339 of the Restatement have not been met”).
Order affirmed.
Judge Mundy files a Dissenting Opinion.

Judgment Entered.

Deputy Prothonotary

Date: 9/27/2013
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